. Neophoca cinerea. Descriptive statistics for (a) movement and (b) dive behaviour calculated from a randomly selected foraging trips for 20 adult female Australian sea lions tracked at 7 colonies in South Australia between October 2006 and June 2009. Abbreviation of Animal #ID in parentheses. Ecotypes designated as Inshore (I) or Offshore (O). -: data missing due to (a) no detectable transit phase or (b) no available dive data. UD-50 represents the fixed-kernel core range area used by animals at the 50% volume contour. For those adult females where transit and foraging behaviour was detected, all except 3 inshore-foraging animals travelled faster and further in transit than whilst foraging and none significantly altered their diving behaviour throughout a foraging trip autoregressive (p), differencing order (d) and variance of the error term ('moving average') parameters (q) with additional parameters for seasonal components. Subscripted numbers next to SARIMA models indicate the time step duration of detected seasonal cycles. No significant residual autocorrelation was detected in any model (Ljung-Box Q <2.8, P>0.1 in all cases). Seasonality in one or both isotopes was detected in seven animals (bold) with only three being characterised by random temporal correlation (italicized). FPT Analysis FPT characterises the spatial scale at which patterns occur along a trajectory by identifying the time taken to cross a circle of known radius (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003) . The circle radius at which greatest variance in log-transformed FPT (varlog max FPT) occurs denotes the spatial scale at which track tortuosity occurs, presumably due to increased search effort.
